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March 3, 1870. 

Lieut.-General Sir ED\VARD SABINE, K.C.B., President, in 
the Chair. 

In accordance with the Statutes, the names of the Candidates for election 
into the Society were read as follows :-

William Baker, C.E. Maxwell Tylden-Masters, M.D. 
Edward Middleton Barry, R.A. Thomas George Montgomerie, Major 
Rev. Francis Bashforth, B.D. R.E. 
Bernard Edw. Brodhurst, F.R.C.S. I Alfred Newton, M.A. 
Samuel Brown, P.I.A. ! Andrew Noble, Esq. 
James Brunlees, C.E. I Thomas Nunneley, F.R.C.S. 
Frank T. Buckland, M.A. Edward Latham Ormerod, M.D. 
George William Callender, F.R.C.S. Capt. Sherll.rd Osborn, R.N. 
Commander William Chimmo, R.N. Rev. Stephen Parkinson, B.D. 
Frederick Legros Clark, F.R.C.S. Capt. Robert ~lann Parsons, R.E. 
Henry Dircks, Esq. William Orerend Priestley, M.D. 
Alexander Fleming, M.D. Charles Bland Radcliffe, .M.D. 
Peter Le Neve Foster, :M.A. 'Villiam Henry Ransom, 1\1.0. 
Sir Charles Fox, C.E. Edward James Reed, C.B. 
William Froude, M.A. 'Villiam James Russell, Ph.D. 
Thomas Minchin Gooden-, M.A. Robert TI. Scott, Esq. 
Edward Hendlam Greenhow, M.D. John Shortt. ~I.D. 
Edmund Thomas Higgins, F.R.C.S. Edward Thomas, Esq. 
Rev. Thomas Hincks, D.A. Cromwell Fleetwood Varley, C.E. 
Charles Horne, Esq. George Frederic Verdon, C.B. 
Rev. A. Hume, LL.D. Augustus Voelcker, Ph.D. 
James Jaga, M.D. Arthur Viscount Walden, P.Z.S. 
\Villiam Stanley Jevons, :M.A. George Charles'Vallich, M.D. 
George Johnson, M.D. A. T. Houghton \Vaters, l\I.D. 
M. Kelburnc King, M.D. Samuel 'Vilks, M.D. 
James Atkinson Longridge, C.E. Capt. Charles 'Villiam 'Yilson, RE. 
Nevil Story l\inskelyne, l\I.A. John'Vood, F.R.C.S. 

'l'he following communications were read :-

1. "Results of the ~fonthly Observations of Dip and Horizontal 
Foree made at the Kew Observatory, from April 1863 to 
March 1869 inclusive." By BALFOUR STEWAltT, F.R.S., 
Superintendent of the Observatory. Received January 26, 
1870. 

I. In a communication made to this Society by the President, Sir E. 
Sabine, and published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1863, page 
273, we have the results of the monthly ohseJ vatiolls of Dip and Hori-

vo!.. XVIII. S 
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zontal Force made at Kew for the six years ending 1\Iarch 1863. In the 
present communication it is proposed to reduce in a similar manner the 
results of the following six years. . 

The mode of observation has already been so fully described by Sir E. 
Sabine that no further account of it is necessary; suffice it to say that 
iu October 1863 1\:f1". Chambers left the Observatory for India, and that 
)Ir. George ",Yhipple took his place as Magnetical Assistant. Mr. Whipple 
has since coutinued to observe every month with the utmost care and 
assiduity, employing the same instrulllrnts that were used by his prede
cessor, and the same methods of obsenation and reduction. A smaller 
number of observations by other instruments find other observers hayc 
likewise been made, but it has been thought desirable to limit this discus
sion to the series made by the regular observer. I ought likewise to state 
that both the dip-circle and unifilar stood in need of slight repairs, and 
that they were put into the hands of opticians for this purpose; the first 
observation with the repaired dip-circle being that of January 1869, and 
with the repaired unifilar that of December 1868. 

1. DIP. 

2. In Table I. we have a record of the observed values of dip made 
with circle No. 33 by Barrow, each observation being the mean of two 
made with the two needles belonging to that circle. 

TABLE I.-Observed values of the Magnetic Dip at Kew. 

April ........... . 
May 
June ........... . 
July 
August 
September ..... . 

18&3. I 1864. I 1805. I 18G6. 118G~:.1~~ ~~;.~: 
0/101 011 0 • 01 01 01 

68 IS·I j 68 9·4 68 7'7168 S·8 68 3'8 6S 3·4 68 7·53 
II·o I S·7 6·6 5·9 2,'9 1· I 6·03 
10·1 JO', 9'8 I 4.8 2,·3 1"1 6·37 
10'8 10'8 10·0 4'9 2,'6 J·8 6'8z 
14.6 I 9'6 9·4 4'0 1"8 1"9 6·g8 

68 13'2 168 10·0 68 10'J 68 TO 68 0'1. 68 3·4 68 7.32 

'------1-6-8-1-2-.4-71 68 9·77 68~i6s 5.40 I 68 2,·27.6"8;;; 68 6·83 

: I I I I ' Mean of 
: 18fi3-(;.}'118G4-GJ. 18G[i-GG.118(iG~G7.118G7-(j8.; 18G8-GO. ~~ 

------- --I I 0 • 

OctobeJ' ......... 68 /1'8 . 68 ; 1"0 6§ 9·9 6§ 6'5 I 6°8 ~'8 Ils 5.6 68 7·93 
Nov(:wber ." .. , J J'8 8'5 g'9 1'8 5.6 167 59'9 7'08 
Drccmbcr ...... , JJ"2 9'6 7'5 4'2 2'9

1

[68 0'8] 6'°3 
.January ......... 1· 10·3 9'5 7'4 6·5 3.1 68 J·8 6'43 
,February ...... 10·7 7' J 7'7 4·' 2·7 1.·8 5.85 
March ......... i 68 9·9: 68 7·4 68 TO 68 3"8 68 0'7 68 2·0 68 5'14 

i ___ .1 _______ . _______ . __ ---

~_:::::;s,I~:--;:;;~:~:~;:H~~~!~:::: i:: ::;;i~: :::~! 
The number within brackets is interpolated. 
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3. The absolute values of the dip corresponding to the beginning of 
October in each of t.he years comprehended in the above Table and the se
cular change in each year are as follows :-

From April 18G3 to March IBM ............ ls l'1'7 1 } secular change -;'40 

" 18G-!" " 1865 ............ 68 9'31 

" 18G5 " 

1866 " 

18G7 " 

18GB " 

1866 ............ 68 

1867 ............ 68 

18GB ............ 68 

1860 ............ 68 

} ,,-0'81 
8'50 

} -3'06 
5'44 

} -1.'8:1. 
7:62. 

} -0'49 2'13 

Mean of the six years corresponding to} 68 6'6} with 8 mean annnal Be-
middle epoch, April 1, 18GG.. .......... 2 cular decrease of 1"92 • 

4. The annual variation or semiannual inequality may be shown to be as 
follows :-

TABLE II. 

Observed 'minus ealcu-
Corrections f~ 6"62 Observed 

latt>d. 
Date. for secular + S('Cular values. change. Change. .A~l to October to 

pt. March. -
July 1, 1863 ... I 0 , 0 I I , 

+5'28 68 11'90 68 12'47 +0'57 
Jan. 1, 1864 ... +4'32 10'94 JO'95 ...... +0'01 
July 1, 1864 ... +3'36 9'98 9·77 -0'21 
Jan. 1, 18H;') ... +2'40 9'02. 8'85 ...... -O'J7 
July 1, 18(;5 ... +1'44 8'06 8'93 +0'87 
Jan, 1, 1866 ... +0'48 7' JO 8'07 ...... +0'97 
July 1, 1866 ... -0'48 6'14 5'40 -0'74 
Jan, 1, 1867 ... -J'44 5' J8 5'48 ...... +0'30 
JUly 1, 18G7 ... -2'40 4'7.2. 2'27 - 1'95 
Jan, 1, 18G8 , .. I - 3'36 3'26 2'97 ...... -0'27 
July 1, 18()8 ... -4'32 2'30 2'12 -0'18 
Jan, 1, 1860 ... j -5'28 68 J'34 68 2'15 ...... +0'81 

Mean difference. between tbe obocl'TCd and cnkoJat.d} I 
values in the respective semiannual periods ., .. ,",.," -0'27 +0'27 

5. We therefore deduce from these six years' observations the existence 
of n semiannual inequality, in virtue of which the dip is on an average 
0"27 lower in the six months from April to September, and 0"27 higher 
in the six mont.hs from October to ~Inrch than is due to its mean value. 

This result is in the same direction as that found by Sir E. Sabine for 
the six years ending March 1863, but is less in amount than the latter, 
that determined from the first six years exhibiting a range of 1"31, while 
that determined from the last six years only exhibits a range of 0"54. 

6. As already mentioned, the observations for the first six years were 
s 2 
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nearly all made by ~Ir. Chambers, and those for the last six years nearly 
all by Mr. "·hipple. 

From the first six years we deduce a mean dip equal to 68° 20"07, cor· 
responding to middle epoch April 1 , 1860, and from the latter six, a mean dip 
equal to 68° 6"6:2, corresponding to middle epoch April 1, 1866, while the 
secular change deduced from the first series is 2"00, and that deduced 
from the last series 1"92, the mean of these two values being 1"96. 

If we apply this mean l"alue of the s('clIlar change to the mean result 
corresponding to the epoch April 1, 1860, in order to bring it to the epoch 
April 1, 1866, we obtain 

6&° 20"Oi-ll"iG=G8° 8"31, 

whereas that deduced from the second series corresponding to this epoch 
is 680 6"62. 

The former of these is l' '69 higher than the latter, and it may be de
sirable to investigate the cause of this difference. 

i. In the first place, it cannot I think be clue to any personal equation 
in the observer. Of late I have made occasional obsen-ations with the 
circles and needles used hy Mr. 'Vhipple, with the view of determining 
whether there is any personal peculiarity in the dip observations of either 
of us. 

The mean of 12 such dips taken by me is ....... . . . . . .. 68° 3"95 
while the mean of 12 comparable dips taken by l\Ir. Whipple is 68° 3"85 
showing a difference of not more than 0"1, which small difference may pro
bably he occasioned by accidental disturbance rather than by personal 
peculiarity. 

During the time when ~Ir. Chambers was at Kew 110 comparative 
ohservations were made with this particular object in view, and I cannot 
find a sufficient number of strictly comparabh dips to determine with 
certainty what was the mean difference, if any, between his readings and 
mine. The result would, however, seem to indicate that his reading is 
rather lower than mine, certaiuly not more than half a minute, but pro
bablv much less. 

'l~here is therefore no reason for supposing that Mr. 'Vhipple reads 
thC' dip to an appreciahle amount lower than :Mr. Chamhers, so that the 
difference of 1 "69 cannot be accounted for by this supposition. 

R. Sir E. SaLine has remarked as follows (r Poceedings of the Royal Society, 
Nov. :30, 1865, p. 491) :-" The general effect of the disturbances of the 
inclination at Toronto is to increase what would otherwise be the amount 
of that element; therefore if the. disturhances have a decennial period, 
the absolute values of the illclination, (if oLserved with sufficient delicacy) 
ought to show in their annual means a corresponding decennial variatio~, 
of which the minimum should coincide with the year of minimum dIS
turbance, and the maximum with the year of maximum disturbance':' 
At Toronto, where the true secular change i.s very small, the effect of thIS 
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superimposed variation is very visible, so that the yearly values of the 
inclination appear to increase up to the period of maximum disturbance 
and to decrease after it. At Kew, the general effect of disturbances 
is probably the same as at Toronto, that is to say, tending to increase 
the inclination; but the secular change being considerable, and tending 
to decrease the inclination, the joint effect of the secular change and the 
superimposed variation might be expected to appear in a diminution of the 

"' .. yearly secular change for those years during which the disturbances are 
Increasing from their minimum to their maximum Yalue, and in an increase 

, of t~e yearly secular change for those years during which the disturbances 
are decreasing from their maximum to their minimum. 

The law of diminution of the dip at Kew due to the conjoint action of 
these two causes, may thus be graphically represented in the following 
exaggerated curve-

D 

where B represents the epoch of maximum, and C that of minimum 
disturbance. 

Also, we may regard ABE as denoting the first six years' results, and 
E CD those of the second six years, the epoch of maximum approximately 
falling about the middle of the first six years' observations, aud the epoch 
of minimum al)out the middle of the second. 

Now the slope of the line A ED represents the average secular change, 
also (1) represents the mean of dips deduced from the first series of 
six. years, and (2) the mean of those deuuced from the second series, 
(1) being above the line of average dip, and (2) being below it. From 
this it is evident that, in order to bring (I) to the same epoch as (2), we 
should have to apply to (I) a greater than the average secular change. 
But before this reasoning can be used t.o account for the difference of 
1"69, we must examine whether, as a matter of fact, in the Kew observa
tions the secular chanl7c is less than the mean during periods of increasing 
d' 0 

lsturbance, and greater than the mean when the disturbances are 
decreasing, 

9. Taking the two series of six veal'S as comprising the most regular and 
~eliable observations made at Ke~v, and deducting the mE'an dip for 1857, 
In, the Table prepared by Sir E. Sabine, from that for 18G8 in 'fable I. of 
tIllS paper, we find a mean secular chnnge of 2"07. 

On the other hand, the actual yearly changes and their differences from 
the mean arc as follows ;-
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TABLE III. 

[Mar. 3, 

Date. i,' Observed secular change. Observed minus average I 
' secular change. 

'---------1 

I 18~- 58 i i ili-' ........ · .. · ...... 1 

1 18~8-[)9 .................. ; 
18;)0--60 .................. ' 

I
, 1860-61. ............... .. 

18GI-62 .. · ...... · .... ·· .. 
1 , If!.l;2-63 .................. , 

i 18f'>3-64 .................. 1 

1864-65 .................. : 
18()5-Gu .................. ; 
18G6-67 .................. i 
18G7-68 .................. , 

I 

20'3 1 

1'15 

+~'204 
-0'92. 

+0'°5 
-0'2.0 

+0'46 
+I'II 

+0'33 
-1'2.6 

+0'99 
+0'75 
-1'58 

----~-- - ---------------- --- -- ---------

If we take the first three and the last two of the above differences as 
belonging to the years when the disturbances were increasing, we find a 
secular change less than the average by a mean of 0' '29; and if we take 
the remaining six differences as belonging to the years when the disturb
ances were decreasing, we find a secular change greater than the average 
by a mean of 0"24. 

It would therefore appear that the Kew observations present a pecu
liarity similar to those at Toronto, so that the difference of 1"69 between 
the two sets of observations may prohably be accounted for by this cause. 

10. We may, in fact, exhibit the peculiarities of the graphical represen
tation given above by means of the actual results. Thus, if we take the 
first year's dip (1857), or 68° 24"87, and deduct from it every year 2"07 
(which is the average secular change), we shall obtain a series of yearly 
values representing the yearly positions of the line A ED; and if the 
diagram truly represents the facts, the observed yearly values ought to range 
above the line for the first six years, and under it for the second six. 

'V c may see by the following Table that this is actually the case :-

TABLE IV. 
------- ---, --------..~------

Obscrvrd yearly 
valuc;! 

(1 ). 

68 24'87 
22')6 

21'4 1 

1(.1'29 
17'42 

J4' 89 
I 1'7 J 

1)'3 f 
:-;'S() 
S'44 
2'62 

68 2'13 

Ycarly values of 
AED 

(2), 

63 24:87 
22'80 
20'71 
18'66 
16'59 

14'52 
)2.'45 
JO'3l{ 

lI'3 1 

6'24 
4'17 

68 2.'13 

(1)-(2)_ 

I 

° -0'24 
+0'68 
+0-63 
+0'83 
+°'37 
-0'74 
-1'°7 
+cJ'J9 
-0'80 
-1'55 

° 
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On the whole, therefore, we have good evidence of a behaviour at Kew 
analogous to that at Toronto. 

11. The probable error of a single monthly determination of the dip, de
rived from the seventy-two monthly determinations given in Table I., and 
after the application of the correction for secular change and annual varia
tion, as derived from the results of these observations, has been made, is 
±O'·96. There is, however, reason to believe that this probable error is 
increased to some extent by periods of disturbance, some of them of cons 
derable duration, which exhibit themselves when the residual errors have 
been deduced after the method indicated above. In order to test this, I 
have formed a series of seventy-two yearly values of the dip corresponding 
in epoch to the various monthly values of Table I. 

These yearly values will, of course, average the semiannual inequality, 
while each yearly value may possibly be supposed to be affected to some 
extent with the same sort of disturbance which affects the monthly value 
to which it corresponds. Were both affected in precisely the same way 
by these disturbances, the differences between the monthly and yearly 
values would only be occasioned by the semiannual inequality and by 
errors of observation. It is, however, too much to expect that all effects 
of disturbance will be eliminated from the differences by this method; 
nevertheless we may naturally expect that they will be reduced in amount. 

12. Grouping these differences together in six monthly periods, we ob
tain the following results corresponding to those given in Table 11:-

Table V. 
_____________ L __________________________ ~ 

Observed mimts Calculated. 
Date. 

, April to September./ October to March. 

July 1, 18G3 .............. . -0'20 
-0'15 

January 1, I8G4 ........ . 
July 1, 186·1 .............. . 
January 1, I8tio) ....... .. 
July 1, I8G5 .............. . 
January 1, 18GG ........ . 
July 1, I8GG .............. . 
January 1, I8ti7 ........ . 
Jnly 1, 18m .. ............ . 

-0'13 

-0'95 
.January 1, lk(iR ........ . 
• Tttly 1, IH(i.-, ............... --o·q. 

.ra":;n
l .. I~~~::: ::: ~.I~_~-=O=.3=1----i ---::~~--

It will be seen from this Table that the irregularities of the two last 
columns of Table II. are very much rcduccd by this process, while the 
1'csnlt remains nearly the same. 

1'he probable error of a single observation is also reduced, and becomes 
(when the correction for anuual variation is applied to the individual dif-
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ferences determined by this process) ±O"S7, instead of ±O"96, which it 
was before. 

II. HORIZONTAL FORCE. 

13. In Table VI. we 118ve a record of the observed values of horizontal 
force made with the Kew unifilar by Mr. 'Vhipple, each observation being 
made and reduced precisely after the manner of those described by Sir E. 
Sabine in his analysis of the first six yearly series. 

Table VI. 
:Monthly values of the Horizontal Component of the Earth's Magnetic 

Force at Kew, calculated from the results of observations of deflection 
and vibration with Collimator Magnet R.C. I. 

-~---I I I -- - i I I Mean of 
________ 18G3. 18()'!~~ IP(i;j. _18GG~ IPG7.! 1~G8. G years. 

3'8328 
3'8341 

3'8341 

3'83 62 
3'8349 
3'835 8 

! 3'8346 

I _ > ! (l\Ican of 
IF'(j;J-G4. 18(i.f-(j.;. lsr,.;-C,(i. ISGG-G7. H3C,/-(,8'

i 
18G8-GO. G years. 

Od"bcl' ...... ... 3'S q2 
X"n'lllbcr . ..... 3·32I.j. 
lkef'llIber ...... 3'8216 
.TanWll')' ......... 3-:~23) 
Fi·bl'llal'Y ...... 3·1?2~2. 
~ral'elt ......... 3'3229 

TIl(~ ,'«Iuc withill hrackets is illterpolated. 
1·1. Tbc ahsolute yalnes of thc horizolltal force corresponding to the 

lH·gilllling of October ill eaeh of the years comprehended in the abo\'c 
Table, and the secular change ill each year Ilrc as follows :-

From April 18G~3 to March 18G4 .......... .. 

1H(j4 
" 

I8H,; ...........• 

18(j.) 
" 

IH(i(j ............ 

" 
18(j(:; 

" 
18ti7 ............ 

18m 
" 

1,'\(;8 ............ 

18G8 
" 

18GD ............ 

~fmm of the six years corrf'sponding to } 
middle epoch, April 1, 18(j(; ...... , .. 

3'8216 } 11 ,68 secular c ange +000 

3'82841 
l " " +0'0022 

3'8306 ~ 
~ +°'008 5 

3' 839 1 J 

} 
+0'0076 

3'8467 
} 

+0'0026 

3'8493 
'8 6 {With Il mean annual socu-

3 3 ° lar increase of 0'00 55· 
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15. Forming now the following Table similar to Table II., we fail to 
detect in it any trace of semiannual inequality. 

Date. 

Table VII. 

I Corrcction I 3'83('10 + 
• for Rccular I secular 
I change. I change. 

Observed 
values. 

r Observed minus Calculated. 1 

April to October to 
September. March. 

--------'-----'--------------------
I 3'8208 3'821S +'0010 July 1, 1863 ...... 1 -0'01 52 

January 1, 1864 "1 -0'0125 3'82 35 3'8214 -'0021 
July 1, 1864 ...... ! -0'°°97 3'8263 3'8276 +'001 3 
January 1, 18{)5,.! -0'0°7° 3'8290 3'8293 +'co03 
July 1, 1865 ...... 1 -0'°°42 3'S3 IS 3"8277 -'oc41 
January 1, 1866 .. 1 -0'001 4 3'8346 3'8335 -'0011 
July I, 1866 .•.... 1 +0'001 4 3'8374 3'8379 +'00°5 
January 1, 1867 .. +0'°°42 3'8402 3'84°2 '0000 
July 1, 1867 ...... +0'0070 3'843° 3'8453 +'0023 
January 1, 18{)8 .. : +°'°°97 3'S457 3'8481 +'0024 
July 1,1868 ...... 1 +°'0125 3'8485 3'8477 -'0008 
January 1, ISG!) .. / +°'01 52 3'8512 3'85 10 -'0002 

I 
Mean difference between the observed and calculated'1 \ 

values in the respective semiannual periods ...... J i +'0000 -'0001 
I 

16. Again, from the first six years we baye a mean value of the bori
zontal force equal to 3'8034, corresponding to the middle epoch April 1, 
1860, and from the latter six years' observations given above, we have, as 
has been shown, a mean value of horizontal force equal to 3'8360, corre
sponding to epoch April 1, 1866; also the secular change deduced from 
the first six years is + '0053, while that deduced for the second six is 
+ '0055, the mean of the two being + '0054. 
If we apply this mean value of the secular change to the mean result 

corresponding to epoch April 1, 1860 in order to bring it to epoch April 1, 
1866, we obtain 3-8034+0'0324 =3'8358, a value which agrees as nearly 
.as possible with that deduced from the second series, and corresponding to 
the same epoch which, as we have seen above, was 3'8360. 

17. The coincidence of these two values naturally leads us to imagine 
that the secular change of the horizontal force does not present the same 
peculiarity as that observed ill the case of the dip, and exhibited in the 
diagram. 

In order to test this, let us form for the horizontal force the following 
Table, similar to Table III. 
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Table VIII. 

[Mar. 3, 

J Date, 
1------
lIS,. ... r;s I 

I ~~gS~::::::::::::::::::, 
; lSGO-61 ................. . 
I 18lil-62 ................ . 
I 18ti2-C':3 ................. . 
1 18();3-64 .................. 1 

! 186-!-(i5 ................. . 
j1865-ufi ................. ' 
I 1SG6-67 .............. .. 
! 1S67 -68 ................. . 

Observed secular 
change, 

'0°5 1 
'0°57 
'cc56 
'0058 
'0044-
'c051 
'0068 
'0022 
' 008 5 
'OCi 6 
'0026 

Observed minus aTerage 
secular change, 

-'0003 
+'0003 
+'0002 
+'00°4 
-'0010 
-'0003 

+'001 4 
-'0°32 
+'003 1 
+'0022 
-'0028 

If we take the first three and the last two of the above differences as 
belonging to years, when the disturbances are increasing, we find a secular 
change only less than the average by a mean of 'OOOOS; and if we take the 
remaining six differences as belonging to years when disturbances are de
creasing, we find a secular change greater than the average by 8 mean of 
·00007; both being differences which form such an extremely small pro
portion of the whole change that they may be neglected. 

IS. Or again, if we take the first year's horizontal force (1857) or 
3'7S!J9, and add to it every year '0054, which is the average secular change, 
we shall, as before, obtain a series of values representing the yearly positions 
of the line A E D in the diagram, from which we may construct the follow
ing Table similar to Table IV. 

I' Observed yearly I 
I value,.:. 

:---W--I 

1 3'7899 
3'7950 
3'8007 
3'8063 
3'8121 
3'8165 
3'8216 
3'8284 
3'83°6 
3'839 1 

3'8467 
3'8493 

Table IX, 

Yearly val lies of 
AED. 

(2) 
3'7899 
3'7953 
3'8007 
3'8061 
3'SJI 5 
3'8169 
3'822 3 
3'8277 
3'833 I 
3'83 8 , 
1'8439 
3 '8493 

------_.- ---- -----

(1) -(2) 
0'0000 

-0'0003 
0'0000 

+0'0002 
+0'0006 
-0'00°4 
-0'0007 
+0'00°7 
-0'0025 
+0'0006 
+0,0028 

0'0000 

From this Table we fail to perceive a trace of the behaviour exhibited by 
the dip in Table IV. 

Apart, therefore, from all theoretical considerations, we have reason to 
helieve that, as a matter of fact, the behaviour exhibited in the diagram 
holds for the dip, but docs not appreciably manifest itself in the case of 
the horizontal force, 
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19. The probable error of a single monthly determination of the hori. 
zontal force derived from the seventy-two monthly determinations given in 
Table VI., and after the application of the correction for secular change 
has been applied, is ±O·0021. There is, however, reason to believe that, 
as in the case of the dip, the probable error is increased to some extent by 
periods of disturbance, and the same method may be applied to test this 
as was applied to the dip observations. Forming, therefore, a series of 
seventy-two yearly values of the horizontal force, corresponding severally in 
epoch to the seventy-two montbly values of Table VI., and deducting each 
from tbe corresponding observed montbly "falue, we obtain, as before, a 
series of seventy-two differences; and we derive from these the following 
modifications of the last two columns of Table VII. 

Table X. 

Observed minus Ca1culated. I 
Dat~. I 

April to September. I October to March. I 
July 1, 1863 ............... +'00J6 I 
January 1, 1864 ......... ......... 

I 
-'OOJ4-

July 1, 1864 ............... +'0011. 
January 1, 1865 ......... ......... +'0006 
July I, 1865 ............... -'0019 ! January 1, 1866 ......... ......... I +'0006 
July 1, 1866 ............... +'0004-
January 1, 1867 ......... ......... -'0009 
July 1, 1867 ............... +'00°5 I 

I 

January 1, 1868 ......... ......... +'0008 i July 1, 1868 ............... -'oooS 
January I, 1869 ......... ......... +'0008 

Mean .................. +0'0001. +o'OOOJ 

------
Thus we see, as in the case of the dip, tbat the irregularity of the numbers 

in these columns is much diminished, the Tesult being, however, left tbe 
same as before. Finally, if we deduce the probable error of a single ob
servation by meallS of the series of differences so obtained, we find this io 
be ±O'OOIS instead of ±0'0021, which it was before. 

III. TOTAL FORCE. 

20. ;We find in Table VI. that the mean of the April to September 
values of the horizontal component of the force in the last six years is 
3'S346, corresponding in epoch· to January 1, 1866; and in Table I. that 
the mean of the April to September values of the dip in the same sb: years 
is 68° 6"83. 

We find also thnt the menn of the October to :Marcb "falues nre for the 
horizontal force 3'8372, aud for the dip 68° 6"41, corresponding to epoch 
July 1, 1866. • 
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We may reduce these to a common epoch by applying to the former dip 
the correction - 0"96, this being the proportional secular change (as shown 
by these six years) necessary to reduce the former epoch to the latter. 
The former dip will therefore become 6So 6"83-0"96=68° 5"87. 

Reducing in the same way the horizontal force, we have 

3'8346+0'00275=3'83735. 
The values thus become as follows: 

From the April to September observations} 
(reduced to epoch July 1, 1866)., ... , 

And from the October to March observa-} 
tions (corresponding to the same epoch) 

IIor. force. 
3'83735 

3'83720 

The total force derived from the first series will therefore 

Dip. 
68° 5"87 

be 10'28717, 
and that derived from the second series 10' 29080, showing thus a difference 
of 0'00363 in British units as the measure of the greater intensity of the 
terrestrial magnetic force in the October to 1\farch period, than in the 
April to September period. This is in the same direction, and very nearly 
of the same amount, as that determined by Sir E. Sabine from the first 
six years, which exhibited a similar difference of 0'00317 in British units. 

Thus we find that the two series agree in showing nearly the same semi
annual variation for the total force, while the first period exhibits the 
greatest semiannual variation of the dip. It ought, however, to be borne 
in mind that the two series bear a different relation to the disturbance 
period, the maximum of disturbanc('s occurring about the middle of the 
first series, and the llIillilUUm near the miudlc of the second. 

II. "Spectroscopic Observations of the Nebula of Orion, and of 
Jupiter, made with the Great .Melbourne Telescope." By A. LE 
SUEUR. Communicated by the Hev. '1'. R. ItoBINsON, D.D. 
Received January 27, 1870. 

In one particular the spectroscopic observations of the nebula of Orion 
are not void of interest; they show distinctly that considerable nebulosity 
exists within and about the trapezium. The image at the slit is sufficiently 
large to well separate the stars of the trapezium, so that when two of these 
are, as it were, threaded on the slit, a clear space lies between them; this 
in the spectroscope gives the well-known lines with little, if at all, less 
Lrilliancy than the general bright nebula. 

The small comparison-mirror being removed, the availahle slit is '4 inch 
high, equivalent in the case of the Casecgrain image to about 43" arc; 
with all image condensed about three times (which is the usual arrangement 
and still allows sufficient separation), the slit may, therefore, be made to 
considerably overlap the trapezium contour, and thereby, at the same time 
as the trapezium, light from the brightest part of the nebula is under in
spection; it is curious to see that the spectral lines run with almost con
tinuous brightness throughout the height of the slit. 


